Hybrid semiconductor-metal nanoparticles are of both fundamental and practical interest. CdSe semiconductor nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs) are emissive following direct absorption of photons, while nanosized metal structures exhibit plasmonic absorption and light scattering. In a hybrid nanoscale architecture, both optical phenomena can be integrated as metal-semiconductor coupling via non-radiative energy transfer and modifications of the radiative decay rates through Purcell effect, alter the emission mechanism resulting in a range of effects from photoluminescence (PL) quenching to enhancement.
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In this study, we prepare a series of 'giant' core/shell NQDs (gNQDs) with suppressed blinking and enhanced photostability which are encapsulated in silica shells that are then, in turn, overcoated with a thin gold layer. We observe a wide range of modified PL properties. Plasmonic gQDs (pl-gNQDs) fabricated with a t=12 nm silica shell show significant PL quenching and concurrent enhancement of decay rates which are exacerbated by addition of a 4-5 nm Au layer. In contrast, pl-gNQDs prepared with a t=17 nm silica shell and 4-5 nm Au layer retain their key optical properties of bright,stable photoluminescence and suppressed blinking. In addition, 17nm silica/Au structures also exhibit key distinguishing features when compared with the corresponding reference gNQDs. Cascades of partially emissive states (up to 7 states) with clearly separable PL intensities and emission lifetimes were observed. Although OFF periods were seldom reported, these hybrid QDs display rapid transitions between multiple states of varying brightness. In addition to plasmonic effects, this observation suggests pronounced charge transfer interactions at silica/Au interface. Another notable feature is that the PL decay rates of the bright (ON) states in such pl-gNQDs remain unchanged in comparison with reference gNQDs. This suggests a complex interaction of processes involving metal-semiconductor coupling which is affected by a spacer dielectric thickness and intrinsic properties of the gNQD. For emerging biomedical applications, we demonstrate optical imaging and efficient photothermal transduction using pl-gNQDs. The latter is despite the highly compact total particle size (40-60 nm "inorganic" diameter and <100 nm hydrodynamic diameter) and the very thin nature of the optically transparent Au shell. We find that the sensitivity of the quantum dot emission to local temperature provides a novel internal thermometer for recording temperature during infrared irradiation and heating.
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